: III
Pocket-Size Mobile Computer

The power to keep business movingright in the hand. of the people that need

it most in retail. heatthcare, field sales. or
warehousing.
Hardworking 8000 series mobile
computers provide the p<7N8r of modem

data management-easy scanning,

accurate data capture and entry--in one
efflcierrt, cos t-effective solution.

To speed fulfillment, Champion coupled CipherLab 8001 and 8300 mobile computers
with an integrated custom application. Using the new system, orders are taken on the
sales floor, store inventories are accurate, and stock-managing efficiency jumped 25 to
30 percent. Management now has accurate metrics for analysis of sales trends and
dramatic order planning improvement.

Streamline operation and reduce errors
Planet Aid, a non-profit organization,
decided to automate its manual-based
inventory management of its clothing
collection, which is time consuming and
error-prone.

Planet Aid employees easily scan bins, estimate the amount of clothing in a bin
and record that information into the CipherLab 8000 mobile computers. The data
is then uploaded to the main database from the devices, where site production
and performance metrics can be analyzed instantly. Planet Aid thus creates more
efficient clothing collection schedules based on the bins’ usage and capacity. As
a result, the organization is able to significantly reduce the amount of paperwork,
dramatically streamlining the operation.

Improve speed and accuracy of supply chain functions, including picking and
packing, route assignment, paperless accounting, ordering, and reporting. The
easy-to-learn interface combined with long working hours get the job done for
logistics personnel who have to maintain communication from the loading dock to
the front office.

READ NOW, KNOW NOW
With a choice of linear imager or laser reader, the 8000 series meets most barcode
scanning needs. Bluetooth ® option enables real-time data transmission, even by
mobile phone, as well as easy label printing, and streamlined communication
throughout your facility.

The CipherLab operating system supports a wide variety of C and BASIC solutions
from batch to wireless connectivity. CipherLab’s Power Suite software helps you
create the perfect application for your situation. FORGE Application Generator, and
BLAZE C and Basic Compilers make development easy.

Batch

Bluetooth ® Class 2
compliance

Modem / Ethernet Cradle

-10ºC to 60ºC / 14ºF to 140ºF
-20ºC to 70ºC / -4ºF to 158ºF
3G Cradle / GPRS Cradle
(Quad Band)

CipherLab Power Suite FORGE Application Generator including data transmission OCX
Communication cradle ( USB or RS232, only for 8000 ), charging and communication
cradle, modem charger, Ethernet cradle, GPRS cradle ( quad band ), 3G cradle
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